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Adopting a child is an extraordinarily important decision. In this authoritative guide, adoption experts Robert and Jeffrey Kasky
provide all the information needed to navigate the adoption process and to successfully adopt a child. The book discusses the
various types of adoptions; alerts readers to adoption scams; and guides readers in selecting a reputable attorney or adoption
agency. Highlights include: The rights of the birth mother, birth father, and the issues involved in an open versus a closed
adoption. The costs associated with adoption Stories of actual adoptions that exemplify key points and make the book an
engaging read. For anyone thinking about an adoption, this book provides all the information need to approach the process with
confidence and make good decisions every step of the way."
The ABA Journal serves the legal profession. Qualified recipients are lawyers and judges, law students, law librarians and
associate members of the American Bar Association.
Including real-world scenarios and best practices, this text presents the important topics of patents, trademarks, and copyrights in
relation to intellectual property creators and consumers. • Includes ways to identify the basic types of intellectual property and
related laws • Offers ways to recognize and distinguish the conceptual difference between intellectual property creators (authors,
inventors, etc.) and consumers (users) in information-based situations • Includes examples of fair use and First Amendment rights
• Explores legal and ethical issues involving intellectual freedom, internet regulations, privacy, cybercrime, and security •
Showcases ways to comprehend and examine intellectual property job-related applications for multiple types of library customers,
media creators, and business branding specialists
Interviewing and Investigating: Essential Skills for the Legal Professional, 6E reflects a thorough and practical approach, for a
strong foundation in interviewing and investigating, as well as in the civil, criminal, and non-litigation contexts in which they are
used. This comprehensive text uses realistic case scenarios, practical exercises, illustrations, and examples to teach the essential
skills of interviewing and investigating, helping students to master rather than memorize the skills. Led by an experienced
practitioner and author, readers will make connections between law and fact, engage in critical analysis, and develop specific
communication skills that are indispensable in practice. Key Features: Summaries of newly decided cases involving attorney-client
privilege and the use of social media to communicate. References to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in Chapters 3 and 4
revised to reflect December 2015 amendments, including: FRCP 26(c)(1)(B): cost shifting in connection with a motion for
protective order during discovery FRCP 37(e): national standard for imposition of sanctions for spoliation of ESI FRCP
16(b)(3):judicial input on certain e-discovery issues at the outset of a case. References to Federal Rules of Evidence 801(d)(1)(B)
and 803(6)(7)(8) updated and new examples added. New section on the confrontation clause. All websites updated and new sites
added. Discussions of e-discovery updated to reflect the latest developments in online social networking and technology. In
updated case studies, social media plays a significant role in the characters’ lives—sometimes to their detriment. Expansion of the
treatment of public records and the explanation of what state public records acts cover and how to access them. Refreshed
instructor’s manual providing a sample syllabus, suggested approaches to using the various pedagogical features in the text,
instructions and evaluation form for persons roleplaying as witnesses, and a complete test bank with answers.
Reading this book will help you understand how to work the patent system to your advantage, and how to work effectively with the
patent attorney who will represent you.

The proliferation of lawsuits throughout society exposes business owners, physicians, and other professionals to
enormous risk if they don t adequately protect their personal and business assets. In The ABA Consumer Guide to Asset
Protection, leading asset protection attorney Jeffrey Matsen provides a step-by-step guide to creating a "shield of liability"
around personal and business assets through a combination of business and investment entity selections; estate
planning techniques; and the creation of appropriate trusts. Matsen s multi-tiered approach is designed to help virtually
everyone who has significant assets and to provide a plan appropriate to their particular circumstances. Readers will gain
the knowledge to choose the right advisor and actively participate in the creation and management of their own asset
protection plan."
For some hopeful parents, traditional methods of conception and carrying a pregnancy are simply not an option. For
these parents, assisted reproductive technology (ART) provides a mechanism to achieve pregnancy and birth, whether
through assisted insemination, in vitro fertilization, or gestational carriers.The ABA Consumer Guide to Assisted
Reproduction explains the available ART options; the process for choosing a medical provider and legal representative;
understanding and entering into appropriate agreements; and the unique issues that may arise pre-and post-birth.
Written by attorney Jeffrey Kasky who has operated a surrogacy service for several years, the book will help to demystify
the technology and give consumers the confidence and knowledge they need to achieve their goal of parentage through
ART."
This exciting new book is part of the recognized ABA Consumer Guide series, and it addresses the growing movement
by American retirees to enjoy their leisure years outside the United States and it's associated costs of living and quality of
life. Make sure you plan for the important legal issues first, with this essential guide!
This book is the most comprehensive and up-to-date source of information about ways in which consumer activism has
reshaped the economic and political well-being of citizens in the United States and around the world. This allencompassing collection of information about consumer activism and the consumer movement will provide students,
public officials, business groups, and other activists with a one-stop source of facts and insights. The contributors explore
hundreds of major consumer protections that have significantly enhanced the quality of life and safety for all Americans,
showing how these protections were won through the skillful and determined work of leading activists and activist
organizations. Many of the stories told here are related by the activists themselves, often for the first time. More than 140
entries offer a comprehensive treatment of the consumer activism of specific organizations, their leaders, and strategies.
The book also includes more than 40 entries about consumer movements in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America. A
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timeline of key events and a listing of the most important books on the subject of consumer activism help provide context
for the individual entries as do two introductory essays. Cross references in each entry establish linkages among topics. •
Provides the single most comprehensive source available of information about consumer activism and advocacy • Shows
how activism has influenced laws and regulations affecting more than 40 consumer issues • Shares personal accounts
from activists about their work on these issues • Details information on U.S. national consumer organizations and many
state and local consumer groups, including their goals, strategies, leaders, finances, and impact • Offers insights into the
ways consumer activist groups have interacted with other nonprofits, policymakers, regulators, and business groups
Since 2008, 2.2 million U.S. homes have been sold via short sales, providing financial relief to strapped homeowners and
opportunities for savvy buyers and investors. In a short sale, the lender accepts less than the full amount owed on the
mortgage and releases the homeowner from any future payments. The ABA Consumer Guide to Short Sales explains
how a consumer can make the most out the federal program governing short sales, the Home Affordable Foreclosure
Alternative, and how a buyer can purchase a short-sale property at less than market value. The book translates technical
guidelines into an easy-to-understand, practical resource that will help homeowners and potential buyers to evaluate
whether a short sale transaction is the right choice for their circumstances and to discuss the short sale option
knowledgeably with their lenders.
This is one book in the ABA Consumer Guide Series. This volume examines the rights of employees, and provides readers with their options
when their relationship with their employer sours. The book explains everything yen need to know about your rights as an employee, from job
security and termination issues to discrimination, job applicant rights and more. It's a perfect guide for anyone involved in a
employee/employer legal dispute.
This indispensable resource explains principles of financial planning and financial psychology to help teens and young adults make good
financial decisions now and achieve their financial goals. • Honors the range of financial goals from simply being comfortable through
becoming rich • Provides case illustrations of how young people of different personality types engage the financial world • Offers references
to information on modern and reputable websites including NerdWallet.com and CreditKarma.com • Includes plenty of "street smart" advice
This book provides fundamental strategies every lawyer should know before going into e-commerce based international negotiations,
including: -How to build trust in negotiations while using internet communications technologies -Negotiating with governments -Cultural
background and overviews of legal systems for specific countries -Substantive laws/regulations which impact negotiations -Special comments
on use of internet technology in negotiations -Negotiating across cultures in the digital age -Current issues in negotiating business
agreements online -Online alternative dispute resolution
"This book looks not only at 'the law, ' but also at other aspects of the legal system, such as the history, politics, and structure of lawmaking
institutions."--Preface, p. [vii].
The ABA Consumer Guide to Obtaining a Patent

Provides advice on what to look for in choosing a service professional in such fields as accounting, architecture,
plumbing, and real estate.
Many homeowners seeking to refinance their mortgages and reduce their monthly payments may be unaware of the
federal Home Affordable Modification Program which provides incentives to lenders to modify home loans.The program is
geared for homeowners who are under financial duress, owe more on their mortgage than their homes are worth, or are
facing foreclosure.The ABA Consumer Guide to Mortgage Refinance explains the benefits, qualification requirements,
and the process for participating in the program. Many lenders do not fully understand the program and do not offer it to
their clients. As a result, some homeowners are turned down, even though they may have qualified under the
program.The book will empower readers with the knowledge to discuss the program with lenders, stand up for their rights
under the program, and obtain the most favorable refinancing terms possible."
The vast majority of Americans obtain credit at some point in their lives. Over 75 percent of Americans have at least one
credit card. Credit also includes home mortgages, car loans, and student loans. This book looks at the basic rights with
respect to obtaining and protecting credit.
"Your toolkit for prevention, redemption, and occasionally retribution." -Ralph Nader Whenever you purchase goods or
services in a personal, household, or family capacity, you are entitled to the rights and remedies of state and federal
consumer law. Realistically, only a very small percentage of consumer problems can be addressed by hiring a private
attorney. Everyday Law for Consumers teaches practical self-help remedies that ordinary Americans can use to protect
their consumer rights. Michael L. Rustad, a nationally known practicing attorney and legal scholar, translates into plain
English the legalese that forms the basis for many common transactions, including consumer loans, credit repair, credit,
consumer leases, usury, interest rates, Internet transactions, identity theft, distance contracts, home shopping, television
advertisements, door-to-door sales, and telephone solicitations. Using real-life examples, sample complaint letters, and
an appendix of further examples, this easy-to-read book empowers everyday people to become effective self-advocates
in an increasingly consumer-driven society.
For legal practitioners who are non-specialists in consumer protection law. A concise guide to the basic principles of
consumer protection law.
This is one book in the ABA Consumer Guide Series. This volume examines the process of adopting a child, and provides readers with the
information needed to understand and navigate the adoption process and to successfully adopt a child.The books provides background
information and history on adoption, and offers essential guidance from the American Bar Association on approaching the process with
confidence and making good decisions every step of the way."
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